
BE CLEANER
EcoStrong’s Drain & Fruit Fly Eliminator will eliminate all types of flies that live and 
breed in drains, pipes and garbage disposals.

We destroy the fly’s breeding and development habitat (known as drain scum or bio 
film). Packed with billions of all-natural enzyme producing bacteria with additinal 
scum smashing enzymes, we destroy the flies home. With no place to stay, the flies 
go away!

Our product is unlike other drain fly products. Most are a mixture of soap, water and 
thickener with citronella. Our bio enzymatic formula ATTACKS and eats everything it 
comes in contact with, while doubling in strength every 20 minutes. Not only are flies 
gone, so are drain odors and the active biology keeps pipes clean and running freely.

EcoStrong’s Drain & Fruit Fly Eliminator is an all-natural gel which is safe for all types 
of plumbing. Made from sustainable materials, it also contains all-natural Vetiver oil 
which is more effective than citronella at repelling insects. It also smells much nicer!

EcoStrong’s Drain & Fruit Fly Eliminator is offered in our private label program. Larger 
container sizes are available upon request, (55 gallon drums & totes). 

Where to Use 
• Kitchen Drains

• Dishwasher Drains  

• Garbage Disposal

• Floor Drains

Features
• Highly concentrated Bio-Enzymatic 

formulation

• All-Natural, Chemical Free, Non-Toxic

• Light Gel

 

Benefits
• Eliminate all types of Drain Flies

• Safe for all types of Plumbing & Septic 

Systems

• Eliminates Drain Odors & Keeps Pipes Clean

• Soda Fountain Drains

• Commercial Drains 

• Storm Drains

• Shower Drains
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Eco Strong We believe that there are 

better alternatives to the typical chemical 

products we’ve grown up with. At EcoStrong®, 

our philosophy is simple: design products that 

will outperform the competition, never cut 

corners, and never damage the environment in 

the process of achieving our goals. 

We understand the needs of our products—they 

must do the job they are designed for. EcoStrong 

is putting biology to work on things to solve 

problems that used to just get covered up, 

sterilize or rinse away. While you can throw all 

kinds of things at the problem, we have natural 

and sustainable. Something we can all feel good 

about.



MPN GTIN Quantity Case Count Units per Pallet
DFE-128 860008793904 128oz & 4oz scoop 4 240

DFE-32 860008793942 32oz 18 1,080

*These products have a 2-year shelf life and do not contain any ingredient listed on California Proposition 65 and are 
not regulated as hazardous. 
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Eco Strong’s Drain & Fruit fly Eliminator will eliminate all types of flies 
that live and breed in drains, pipes and garbage disposals.

We destroy the fly’s breeding and development habitat (known as drain scum or bio film).  
Packed with billions of all-natural enzyme producing bacteria with additional scum 
smashing enzymes, we destroy the flies home. With no place to stay they go away.

Our product is unlike other drain fly products. Most are a mixture of soap, water and 
thickener with citronella. Our bio enzymatic formula ATTACKS and eats everything it 
contacts while doubling in strength every 20 minutes. Not only are flies gone, so are drain 
odors and the active biology keeps pipes clean and running freely.

Eco Strong’s Drain & Fruit Fly Eliminator is an all-natural gel which is safe for all types of 
plumbing.  Made from sustainable materials, it also contains all-natural Vetiver oil which 
is more effective than citronella at repelling insects. It also smells much nicer!
This product has not been registered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency. Beyond Environmental LLC represents that this 
product qualifies for exemption from registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and is in accord with 
USDA 21 CFR 17&3400 and/or found on GRAS list.

Shake vigorously before using. The use of boiling water, bleach, antibacterial, or 
chemicals will negatively impact performance. 

Always treat at low flow times such as before bed. Ideally the drain or sink will not be used 
for six hours after treatment. 

SINKS & DRAINS: For best results fill the sink full of water and drain quickly. We are trying 
to wash food partials and debris through the pipes before treatment. Simply pour 4 oz of 
product down the drain using the attached 4 oz measuring cup, every 24 hours, until flies 
disappear. Use weekly as a prevention plan.

GARBAGE DISPOSALS: For best results fill the sink up with water. Once full remove the 
stopper and turn the disposal on, let completely drain and turn off. We are trying to wash 
as much food partials and debris away before treatment. Turn on the Disposal and pour 
4oz of product in using the attached 4 oz measuring cup. Turn off disposal. Treat every 24 
hours until flies disappear. Use weekly as a prevention plan. 

Ingredients: Water, enzyme producing bacteria, specialized enzymes, bio surfactants, thickener, 
Vetiver fragrance.

Made in the USA
Please Recycle 1 Gallon (32 treatments)

3.87 Liters
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